Air Conditioners

Air Conditioners

Wall Mounted Split - Fixed Speed
Quiet Design

Horizontal & Vertical Swing

Quiet Design

The design of large louvres with
wide swing angle , cool every corner
of the room

Without decreasing the
airﬂow and capacity the
large cross ﬂow fan can
bring down the indoor unit
noise level by lowering the
fan speed

New technology allows the indoor
unit alert the user by way of alarm
if it detects a refrigerant leak

LED/backlight display

*Subject to terms and conditions

Electronic Diagnosis

If an abnormal operation or
parts failure is detected the
unit will switch oﬀ and display
a fault code on the indoor
unit

Auto Restart

If the airconditioner turns oﬀ
unexpectedly due to power
failure, it will restart with the
previous function setting
automatically when the power
resumes.

Two Way Piping Connection

Both left and right sides of the indoor
unit are possible making installation
options easier.

Anti-Cold Air

This function prevents cold air
blowing out at the beginning of
operation, which avoids
discomfort to the user

Horizontal & Vertical Swing

The design of large louvres with
wide swing angle , cool every corner
of the room

Without decreasing the
airﬂow and capacity the
large cross ﬂow fan can
bring down the indoor unit
noise level by lowering the
fan speed

Refrigerant Leak Detection

Remote Control-Standard
With Control Options

2.7kW WMF-27
3.5kW WMF-35
5.0kW WMF-51
6.4kW WMF-64
8.3kW WMF-83

Refrigerant Leak Detection

New technology allows the indoor
unit alert the user by way of alarm
if it detects a refrigerant leak

Remote Control-Standard
With Control Options
LED/backlight display

175/153/117

WMF-35/QD0G
C-WMF-35/QD0G

228/214/170

WMF-51/QC6G
C-WMF-51/QC6G

If an abnormal operation or
parts failure is detected the
unit will switch oﬀ and display
a fault code on the indoor
unit

Auto Restart

If the airconditioner turns oﬀ
unexpectedly due to power
failure, it will restart with the
previous function setting
automatically when the power
resumes.

306/286/233

319/289/236

389/342/311

Both left and right sides of the indoor
unit are possible making installation
options easier.

WMV-24/QD0G
C-WMV-24/QD0G

(L/s)

2.4kW WMV-24
3.5kW WMV-35
5.0kW WMV-50
6.7kW WMV-67
8.0kW WMV-80

Two Way Piping Connection

Anti-Cold Air

WMF-64/QC6GPW
WMF-83/QC6GPW
C-WMF-64/QC6GPW C-WMF-83/QC6GPW

*Subject to terms and conditions

Electronic Diagnosis

This function prevents cold air
blowing out at the beginning of
operation, which avoids
discomfort to the user

WMF-27/QD0G(A)
C-WMF-27/QD0G(A)

(L/s)

Wall Mounted Split- DC Inverter

169/142/114

WMV-35/QC8G
C-WMV-35/QC8G

228/172/133

WMV-50/QC3G
C-WMV-50/QC3G

306/278/231

WMV-67/QC3GW
C-WMV-67/QC3GW

306/278/231

WMV-80/QC6GW
C-WMV-80/QC6GW

417/375/278

